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Abstract

In order to establish a certain degree of reliability in the use and managing of
radioactive material in brachytherapy, a minimal quality control to each source was
implemented. The purpose was to estimate the degree of radioactive leak, resistance to the
mechanic traction and stress of use. Through a physical control of the radioactive material (a
simple dip test and using a photon scanner or auto-radiography) the minimal conditions that
guarantee safe use are established. This information is transmitted to a calibration laboratory
for certification in exposure rate and/or activity. Systematic use of these tests, enables
discovery of radioactive material leakage due to faults in the seal.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the last 10 years, sealed radioactive material has been used for radiotherapy
especially in brachytherapy. In such practice, radioactive material with long half lives such as
Cs-137, Ra-226 have been used for some decades, lately short half life nuclides, particularly
Ir-192, came into clinical use. Such sources can be reactivated in nuclear reactors. In either
case, the radioactive material must be sealed. For the purpose of radioprotection of patients
and personnel involved in the treatment, these seals must be tested.

The radioactive material, normally Ra-226, Cs-137 or Ir-192 is in the form of spheres
or cylinders and clustered inside a covering, sealed and mechanically labelled. This
cylindrical covering is of Stainless Steel, Platinum and/or Platinum-Iridium.

For radiotherapy objectives a uniform dose distribution around a implant or therapy
applicator is a primary goal. Thus, the radioactive material must be uniformly distributed in
the isotope source. Simultaneously the uniformity of the seal is crucial to acquire a
symmetrical dose distribution outside the capsule (axial symmetry). This enables less
complicated calculations of dose distributions to the surrounding tissues. Also from the
radiation protection point of view the control of the seal in terms of leakage and symmetry is
important. Nevertheless radioactive leaks from such sources have been detected. The losses
are due to mechanical loss of the covering material. A control applied on the covering would
enable a determination of the degree of damage. The most meaningful tests turn out to be
determination of;
1. Losses of radioactive material,
2. The degree of radioactive homogeneity,
3. The inherent resistance of the sealing material to physical-chemical stress of the covering.

As a whole, this series of tests determine if the source is suitable to use or if should be
considered as radioactive waste.
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2 METHOD

Loss of Radioactive Material

The determination of the speed at which radioactive material is lost and/or radioactive
contamination occurs, is accomplished through either gamma and/or beta spectrometry. The
determination of the radioactive contamination, it is realised through chemical pureness tests
in a base solution, and Gamma spectrometry and/or Beta emission analysis of the same
solution.

The base solution is a mixture of 50% of Ethanol and 50% Hydrogen Peroxide. The
radioactive material is submerged in the base solution for a period not less than 76 hours at
room temperature. After this time interval adjusted according to a radiological procedure
previously established, the radioactive source is removed. The radioactive contaminants in the
solution are then analysed.

In the case of Ra - 226, Cs-137 and Ir-192, the radioactive contamination analysis is
based on Gamma spectrometry using a high efficiency detector. As detector, a NaI(Tl) -
crystal was used. It was connected through an amplifier and a pulse height analyser (PHA) to
a multi channel analyser with 4096 channels.

Repeating the above sequence permits determination of external contamination due to:
1. Diffusion though the covering.
2. Interaction with external radioactive materials,
3. Micro-fissures or structural damages of the covering.

As a rule, the estimate of radioactive losses is based on the detection limits for each isotope,
and the signal/noise ratio of the spectrometry system.

Degree of Radioactive Homogeneity

The degree of radioactive homogeneity, is determined through two complementary methods;

1. A longitudinal sweep with a semiconductor micro-detector, connected to a gamma
spectrometry system.

2. Utilisation of radiographic plates to obtain autoradiographs.

The longitudinal sweep in based on the use of a Si(Li) mini-detector mounted on a
table that permits precision movements. The detector is moved along the source and measures
the event rate of each section of the radioactive material.

The autoradiography is based on the use of radiographic plates put in a mammography
cassette of the type used in the clinic. If the autoradiography shows evidence of low filtration
zones through the covering, a contact autoradiograph is made in order to detect any possible
beta or Alfa emission through the seal (depending of the radionuclide).

The criteria used to determine the loss of covering material, is based on a study of the
average thickness of the cover compared with the possible damage zone. It is obvious that the
visual inspection of the material through an optical system is adequate.
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Physical Chemical Resistance capacity

The physical-chemical resistance capacity is determined in order to ensure the source
to overcome extreme and violent chemical reactions. Normally the same solution as that used
for determination of radioactive leak is used.

The capacity of sustaining extreme mechanics actions such as beats and torsion was
tested. It was shown that coverings of Platinum-Iridium do not sustain more than five re-
activating with neutron flows in a 5 MW reactor, conditioned by mechanical effort
accomplished through metallic tweezers without protection. In coverings of stainless steel, as
is the case of the Ra-226, and having a normal manipulation history, surface damages are
shown after 10 to 15 years of use.

3 RESULTS

The solid sources of Ra-226 with more than 10 years of use, show mechanical surface
damages in about 15 and 30% of the total surface of the covering. This gives radioactive leaks
in the range of 30 to 1000 times the detection limits. It is recommended not to use Ra-226
for intracavitary implants in Chile.

From a survey of 1000 Cs-137 needles surveyed, only 10 needles presented surface
damages due to handling with metallic barbed objects.

In the Ir-192 wires activated by the first time, a 0,3% percent lack of radioactive
material was shown. Wires reactivated three or four times present transverse fractures in the
points of manipulation with metallic barbed objets. Ir-192 wires reactivated a third time are
not used In Chile.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The application of a minimal quality control by testing the radioactive material used in
intracavitary implant, permits:

a) To define and to guarantee the necessary technical specifications for the
calculation of the Dosimetry of the implant.

b) To avoid radioactive contamination of the medical staff and the patient.

c) To maintain the conditions of the accounting and storage of the
same.

An annual monitoring is recommendable. It can simultaneously accomplish a minimal
quality control, based on a radioactive cleanliness of the covering and an autoradiography,
both accomplished through a clearly detailed radiological procedure.
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IV. QUALITY ASSURANCE NETWORK IN RADIOTHERAPY
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